The study of the Cauchy problem for differential and functional differential equations in a Banach space relative to the strong topology has attracted much attention in recent years 
if an operator F satisfies weak compactness type condition in terms of the measure of .veak nonccmpactness developed by De Blaai.
Using these existence results and the partial orderings induced by cones, existeuos of extiemal solutions and comparison results relative to the weak topology are also pi'oved.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, (E,||»||) will denote a real Banach space, E* the dual space, that is the set of all c'ontinuous linear functionals on E, and S w -the space £ endowed with the weak topology. Moreover I = [0,a], i Q eB and B = {xeE : l| x -xj<b}.
Since our purpose» is to work in E w , we list some necessary definitions below for completeness.
Definition '1.1. Let (y n ) be a sequence in E, (x n (*)) be e sequence of functions mapping the interval I into E. We say that (1) (y Q )'converges weakly to y tE if (x*(y n )} converges to x*(y) for all x*€ E*v (2j (x n (•)) converges wtakly uniformly to x(»), where x : I -Ei, if for t >0, x*e E* there exists N = N(x*,e) . such that n>N implies jx*[x Q (t) -x(t)]| < g for all tel; (3) (y n ) is weakly Gauchy. sequence if given £ > O, x* e E* there exists N = N(x*,£) such that n,m>N implies l^yn-'m^C» (4) E is weakly complete (weakly sequentially complete) if every weakly Cauchy sequence converges weakly to a point in Ej (5) x(*) is weakly continuous at t Q if x*(x(*)) is continuous at t Q for each x*e E*; (6) x(0 is weakly (Riemann) integrable on fa,bl if thei'e is b x € B such that x*(x ) = f x*(x(s))ds for each x*€ E* and b we write xQ = f x(sjds; a -114 - (7) x(*) is weakly differentiate at tQ if there exists a point in E, denoted x'(tQ), such that x*(x'(tQ)) = = (x*x)' (tQ) for each x*e E*; (8) the family (xfl(»)) is said to be weakly equicontinuous if given £ > 0, x*e E* there exists <5=ó(x*, e) such that |**(xn(t) -xn(sj| < £ whenever |t -s| < S. Denote by • CW(I,E) the space of weakly continuous functions I-^E with the topology of the weak uniform convergence. This topology is determined by the basis m Vu(x1 xm;E) = p| y eCw(I,E) : sup [x£(y(t}-u(t))| < £ , k=l teI where u e CW(I,E), x*,... ,x*e E*, £ > 0, m" = 1,2
The following results are stated below for convenience (cf. C121). (Eberlein-Smulian). Let A be a subset of a Banach space E. Then the following statements are equivalent. (i) A is weakly sequentially coimpact, i.e., any sequence in A has a subsequence which converges weakly to an element of S.
-115 -(ii) Every infinite subset of A has a weak limit point in B.
(iii) The closure of A in the weak topology is weakly oompact. Por the disoussion of comparison theorems we will need the following definitions and theorems. Definition 1.2. Let K be a non-empty closed subset of E.
(1) K is a cone if x,y,z,-z e K, a. , (J>0 imply cxx + |3y e K and z = 0. (6) P $ C_(I,B) -*-C_(I,E) 1B quasi monotone nondeoreasing w w operator if for each t e I, u(t)<v(t) and x*(u(t)) = = x*(v(t)) for some x*e K* implies x*(Fu(t)) < x*(Fv(t)).
T h e o r e m t . 1.5 (Ascoli-Mazur). Let K be a solid oone. If xcdK, then there exists x*e K such that x*(x)=0 and x*{y)>0 for all y € K°. Moreover if x*(x)>0 for all x*€ K*, then xeK.
Nov we define a measure of weak noncompactness of a bounded set in E and list several of the necessary properties of such a measure. It may seem xo be moi?e natural to impose boundedness of P in terms of each x*e E . However, by the Uniform Boundedness Theorem it is known that a sabaet A of a normed space is bounded if and only if the set :x e A} is bounded for each x*e B . (2) A function x : I-»-E is said to be a week solution of the problem (PC) on the interval J, if it is a differentiable weakly function on J such that x(0) = x Q and x(t)e B, for teJ, x(t) = x(h) for t € [h,a] and x'(t) = = (Fx)(t) for teJ. (3) P is said to be of Volterra type, if for x 1 , x 2 €B and for any s Q >0 the equality x^t) = x 2 (t) for t < s o implies (Fx.,)(tJ = (Px 2 )(t) for t<s 0 . Consequently £ -*-x £ («) is a continuous mapping of (0,£) into C (I»B), and the set V = {x £ (*) : 0<£<e} is connected in C_(I,E). w Now we are going to-prove that the set S is connected. First for each p, 0^.p<h, every z(*)eSp and fixed t <t we define the set T z by the formula T z = {z p Zp(t ± ) + (-tTtjlPaJt^) for t <t l+1
• J(t ± ) + (t i+1 -t i )Pz^(t ± ) for t i+1 <t<a. So Zp(«) satisfies condition (c;. The proof of (d). Let Q denote the set of all functions u : I -H such that [|u(t) -u(s)|| < M(t -s| , (t,s el). As H is relatively weakly compact, the Theorem 1.2 proves that Q is relatively compact in C W (I,B) . Consequently, b? the continuity of F, the family {Fu : UEQ} is weakly equiuniformly continuous. Hence for any ¿>0, x^e E*, there exists > 0 such that | x*( ?u( t)-Fu{s) )| < S fcr every ueQ and t,scl, |t -s|<£^.
Choose 6 >0 and € 0 > 0 such that
Then for any £<Z^ = min(£2,e^), for p<t<t.|, x*e E*, l| x *||l"' we have |x*(zp(t) -xQ -/ Fzt(s)ds)|< 0 P < sup ||z(p) -x0 -J Fzp(s)ds|| + Me<7,
This proves that zp(»)eS^. Similarly as for x^f*) we can prove that zq(t)-»-a it), if q -»-p, weakly uniformly on I.
Prom this we conclude that p-*-zp(*) is a continuous mapping of [o,h] into CW(I,B), and consequently the set Tz is connected in CW(I,E).
Beoause zQ(•) = x£(*)eVnTz, the set VuTz Is connected, and therefore the set W «* IJ T U V Is conneoted In zcSip CW(I,B). Furthermore z(») = for each z(*)e S?, so S17CW. On the other hand TZ C S and VCS17 implies WCSip. Therefore S17 = W is a oonnected subset in CW (I,B) .
Denote by S17 the closure of S^ in CW(I,E). Then
for t,seJ, ueSfj and if ueSi?, then there exists v e Sip such that for each £ > 0, x*e E*, ||x*||«1 we have, by continuity of F,
||u(tj -xQ -/-Fu(s)ds||«7 for ueSy, t e J.
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Since H is weakly compact, Theorem 1.2 proves that S17 is compact in CW(I,E).
Put Vn = S1/Q for n = 1,2 Then (Vn) is a decreasing sequenoe of non-empty, compact connected subsets cf c m( I » l! ') and » Theorem 1.5, the intersection S = f) V is w n=1 n non-empty compact and connected in CW(I,E). From (2.2) and, by Theorem 1.4 the set S is the set of all weak solutions of (CP) defined on J which ends the proof.
Remark.
The solutions of the problem (FC) are norm continuous.
Comparison theorems
Throughout this section it will be assumed that the oone K inducing the partial ordering on E is a solid cone.
A is said to be a maximal weak solution of the problem (PÙ) if for every solution x(») of (PC) existing on J the inequality x(t)<r(t) holds for t 6 J a minimal weak solution may be defined similarly. To show that r(*) is maximal, let x(») be any solution of (PC). Then x(0) = x0< x0 + j 70,
x'(t) = (Fx)(t), *n (t) = ( I,x n ,{t) + i >(Px n ,(t) -Then, by Theorem 3.1, x(t)<xQ(t) for tel. Finally, taking the limit as n-^oo, we conclude that x(t)<r(t). Then m(t0)<xQ(t0), m'(t) < (Fm) ( t ), x;(t) >(Fxn)(t). Thus, by Theorem 3.1, m(t)<xn-(t) and consequently m(t)<,r(t).
